**UCSF DERMATOLOGY GRAND ROUNDS – AUGUST 2019**

**Patient Viewing:** 1701 Divisadero St., 3rd floor (8:00 am – 8:30 am)

**Lecture and Discussion:** Herbst Hall, 2nd Floor, 1600 Divisadero, Mount Zion Campus (8:40 am - 10:15 am) unless noted

**Information:** 415-353-7879

---

**August 7, 2019**

**Grand Rounds and Patient Viewing Cancelled for Educational Session**

**Power at the Podium: Improving your public speaking and presentation skills**

Presenters: Kelly Cordoro, Kanade Shinkai, Wilson Liao and Ilona Frieden

Herbst Hall Auditorum

8 AM-10 AM

---

**August 14, 2019**

**Grand Rounds and Patient Viewing**

Decoding commensal-host communication through genetic engineering of skin bacteria

Yiyin Erin Chen, MD, PhD, Assistant Clinical Professor, Department of Dermatology, UCSF

Objectives:

1. Learn about the current state of research in skin microbiome.
2. Learn about how commensal skin bacteria influence our immune system and how we may be able to leverage this for therapeutic purposes.

---

**August 21, 2019**

**Grand Rounds and Patient Viewing**

The History of HIV and Recent Updates

Monica Gandhi, MD, MPH, Professor of Clinical Medicine, Division of HIV, Infectious Diseases, and Global Medicine

Objectives:

1. To learn about the history of HIV's entrance into human populations
2. To explore the current epidemiology of HIV worldwide and history in the United States and San Francisco
3. To review recent updates in HIV in 2019

---

**August 28, 2019**

**Grand Rounds and Patient Viewing Cancelled for Resident Mentoring**

---

**Accreditations:** YOU MUST SIGN IN TO QUALIFY FOR CME CREDIT.

The University of California, San Francisco School of Medicine (UCSF) is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The UCSF School of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 6 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ in August 2019. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

The University of California, San Francisco Dermatology Grand Rounds is also recognized by the American Academy of Dermatology for CME Credits and may be used toward the American Academy of Dermatology’s Continuing Medical Education Award.

Speaker Disclosures: Drs. Chen and Gandhi have disclosed that they do not have any relevant conflicts. As required all relevant financial interest/arrangement or affiliation with any commercial companies who have provided products or services relating to their presentation(s) or commercial support for this continuing medical education activity will be resolved in accordance with the ACCME’s Standards for Commercial Support.

Planner Disclosures: Dr. Frieden has disclosed that she is a consultant for Bridgebio, on the Advisory Board for Menlo Therapeutics and Data Safety Monitoring Advisory Board for Pfizer. Dr. Rosenblum has disclosed that he is a Consultant for Celgene. Dr. Resneck does not have any relevant conflicts. As required all relevant financial interest/arrangement or affiliation with any commercial companies who have provided products or services relating to their presentation(s) or commercial support for this continuing medical education activity will be resolved in accordance with the ACCME’s Standards for Commercial Support.